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Law of Forgiveness
Video 4:

At the core of the Law of Forgiveness is releasing resentment

If we’re re-feeling resentment it means there’s something unresolved from the past

Resentment affects your thinking and subsequently how you’re working with Universal 
Law, and whether you’re in or out of alignment with what’s in your best interests

Doing a Personal Inventory is key to finding out where in story-in-motion there’s 
perpetuation of an old story that prevents forward movement or the fuel to  
moving forward

Resentment takes us hostage and is how we unconsciously self-sabotage

Not about condoning

Unhook from the energy of the story

Resentments can choke the life out of the things we want to create because they  
take up and have a lot of energy

Inventory - What about the situation is deterring me? What’s my part in this? What’s the 
point of this? Why is there a resentment? What didn’t I do?

We need to deal with this piece because it will act as a powerful weed

Opportunity to recognize sabotaging thought patterns and take inventory

Homeplay exercise - pull cards, journal, and do written exercises

Making a commitment to ourselves when we enter a program like Personal Mastery

Resentment disconnects us from a connection with a Higher Power/Conscious  
Universe/Spirit
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Want to be in the flow of Spirit through meditation, Oracle Cards, readings, and a 
willingness to do inventory

Freedom from bondage of burden of the past

Not forgiving to condone rather forgiving to set yourself free

3-card reading - What is it that all of us need to look at?

 #43 Deep Knowing - intuition knows when something is ‘off.’ Intellect will seek to 
 rationalize, bargain or justify how right you are. Have to trust intuition, our Soul,
 which doesn’t want to resent or judge. Forgiveness is for you to set you free.

 #27 Exchanging Gifts (P) - talking about worthiness. Am I worthy of these things 
 I want to co-create? Where have I made it impossible for myself to move to the 
 next level? Where have I created my own glass ceiling because of the beliefs
 or ideas that I have about myself because I’m still held hostage to the past? Law
 of Forgiveness is always about ‘cleaning house.’

  Everything to do with willingness to connect to your Higher Power using
  Oracle Cards. Keep focusing on faith, that you are more than you think you 
  are, and continue to work on what is standing in the way.

 Solution #7 To The Sea (P) - Trust the boat isn’t going to capsize! Betray the old
 story of how we identified ourselves through using the Law of Forgiveness
 
Do you have a ‘charge’ around the stories that you tell?

Sometimes have to revisit stories to know what they are.

Stories so ingrained that the fear of moving to a new level in life will surface

Only way to move forward is to make a new story-in-motion which means we can’t  
keep telling the ones from the past
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